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DEAR READER,
2019 is certain to be a year of special significance for
Europe. Many have even anticipated that it will be a
fateful year for the European Union (EU). This is not a
view I share because truly epoch-making years like 1989,
which saw the fall of the Berlin Wall and of the Iron
Curtain, are in a league of their own. And, of course,
November 2018 marked the 100th anniversary of the end
of the First World War and the foundation of the first
German Republic.
Undoubtedly, Brexit, the elections to the European
Parliament and the management of the Italian debt
crisis are issues of major importance. However, free
elections do not represent a threat to the future, even if
some people end up being greatly displeased by
individual results. Like Kevin Costner in the Hollywood
classic, it seems that both the UK and Italy are faced
with “No Way Out” – neither of the EU nor the euro.
EUTOP continues steadfastly to follow our European
path, as we prepare to celebrate the 30th anniversary of
our establishment in 2020. From my founding of the
company as a start-up at the Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversity of Munich (LMU) in 1990, we have grown so
that today we include countless clients listed on the
EURO STOXX, DAX and MDAX or EU subsidiaries of
US companies listed on the Dow Jones Index. With a
newly adopted structure facilitating a clear agenda for
growth, we feel ideally equipped for the challenges that
lie ahead.

By 2030, EUTOP will also have established sales and
management structures in all relevant global markets, so
that we will be able to provide the same successful
process-oriented support in the EU also to companies
from other regions of the world.
Our clients can rely on EUTOP’s scientifically founded
approach, comprising process structure, perspective
change (OnePager®-Methodology) and process support
competence (PSGR®).
One thing that I am particularly pleased about is the fact
that we have retained the loyalty of our clients over the
decades – in one instance for as long as 25 years. And in
2018 we celebrated, for the first time, 25 years of
employment of one of our EUTOP colleagues. These
quarter-century markers highlight just how much
confidence is placed in EUTOP by clients and
employees alike, and are also a testament to our
corporate philosophy, which is underpinned by the
concept of sustainability. And this is what will spur us on
for the next 25 years!

Dr Klemens Joos
Founder and CEO of EUTOP

Thus, at the start of 2018 we introduced a new director
level of management at EUTOP to share responsibility
over a greater number of shoulders and to future-proof
our company structure. Why? Because we have decided
that by 2025 we will have established subsidiaries in each
and every EU member state.
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A DVA N TAG E C L I E N T !
Here, our Directors explain why they believe
the EUTOP-Methodology is unique.

Networks and experience are crucial
Global companies simply cannot afford to take a merely reactive approach to
the overall political framework in the EU. However, the standard set of tools is
no longer sufficient. What you need is the kind of professional guidance and
support that only EUTOP can provide, thanks to our cross-member-state
networks with specialist knowledge of all decision-making levels in the EU, as
well as nearly 30 years of experience.
Matthias Schenk, Director

Endogenously unleashing the powers of persuasion
When entering into dialogue with politics, many companies regularly fail due
to the acceptance threshold. In contrast, EUTOP is able to formulate and
convey the wishes of its clients in such a way that the target audience does not
see them as irritating external demands, but rather as sensible solutions to
societal challenges. The resulting acceptance this produces means that the
target audience will take ownership of the solutions and drive them forward.
Only the scientifically based EUTOP-Methodology can ensure with a
sufficient degree of certainty a creation of those powers of persuasion “from
within”, i.e. endogenously.
Lorenz Heimerl, Director
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“A happy client quits the day after tomorrow.
Therefore, he must be enthused all the time!”
Dr Klemens Joos

Success factors in the EU multilevel governance
Within a complex decision-making system, the underlying process
determines the result every bit as much as the substantive argument. EUTOP
knows when, where and how the wishes of our clients can best be incorporated
into the diverse decision-making processes used within the EU’s multilevel
governance structures. That’s because EUTOP knows, understands and
provides support for EU processes to our clients – and has been doing so for
almost three decades.
Robert Olma, Director

Compliance and integrity as the foundation
Since 1990, compliance and integrity have provided the foundation for the
work we do here at EUTOP. That’s why private companies and associations rely
on the quality of our services. The executive and the legislative also value our
role as an independent intermediary, because our OnePager®s go through a
multi-stage internal compliance examination. Thanks to our OnePager®Methodology, we are able to present highly complex interests to decisionmakers in a targeted, concise and results-oriented manner.
Tim Bremmer, Director
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“In 85-95% of the cases, a change in perspective works. Only in these
cases EUTOP recommends the client to take action.”
Dr Klemens Joos

Continuous development of the scientific method
EUTOP’s business model, comprising three core competences and compliance,
is based on a scientifically and empirically developed methodology. This
scientific and empirical foundation, in conjunction with the EUTOP network,
results in highest acceptance among our counterparts in politics and
administration. The success enjoyed by EUTOP is in no small part due to our
continuous updating and enhancement of the scientific approach.
Michael Boll, Director

Success in an increasingly complex political landscape
EUTOP’s unique selling proposition comprises many factors – our
scientifically founded competence in process structure, perspective change and
process support; our long-term structural collaboration with clients;
sustainable corporate management based on compliance and integrity; and, of
course, our team of employees and structural advisors, now grown to well over
150 strong, with extensive networks and highly specialised expertise. Only the
interplay of these very different factors can ensure continuing success for our
clients going forward in an increasingly complex political landscape.
Walter Tombrock, Senior Director
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1 2 A F F I L I AT E D C O M PA N I E S ,
of which 4 in other EU member states and 1 international

1 5 L O C AT I O N S ,
of which 8 in other EU member states and 4 international

C L OSE PROX I M I T Y TO T H E I NST I T U T IONS,
inter alia of EUTOP’s headquarters in Munich (total area: 1.524 m2) as well as of the offices
in Brussels (total area: 954 m2 / growth option 1.700 m2) and
Berlin (total area: 1.668 m2), which are also at the disposal for our clients.

OV E R 1 5 0 E M P L OY E E S A N D S T RU C T U R A L A DV I S O R S
The structural advisors are mostly outstanding personalities, who formerly held leading positions in politics and
the business world. They provide EUTOP with their experience, their knowledge and their networks.

C O M P L I A N C E - M A N A G E M E N T- S Y S T E M
consisting of legal compliance, financial compliance, tax compliance, external data protection officer and certification
of all administrative tasks in accordance with ISO 9001 in the areas finance, accounting, personnel,
legal and IT administration, corporate security and facility management.

Q U A R T E R LY E X T E R N A L A U D I T
of the correct performance documentation, order accounting and fee accounting as well as the voluntary
auditing of all financial statements by auditors in the EU as well as international within the scope of
financial compliance measures.

S C I E N T I F I C A L LY W E L L - F O U N D E D B U S I N E S S M O D E L
in co-operation with Ludwig-Maximilians-University of Munich (LMU).
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Formula for

SUCCSESS

EUTOP counters the growing complexity in the EU
decision-making structure with a unique formula
for success and thus exponentially increases the success
of your lobbying.

S L = ( C C + P S C ) (OnePager ®-Methodology • PSGR®)

B

efore the Treaty of Lisbon,
successful lobbying
consisted principally of
content competence.
In the complex decision-making
system of the EU, at least since the
Treaty of Lisbon, it is the result of
the combination of the client’s
content competence (CC) and
EUTOP’s process structure
competence (PSC). The total of the
two combined is raised to the power
of the perspective change
competence (OnePager®Methodology) multiplied by process
support competence (PSGR®). The
client’s content competence (CC)
and EUTOP’s process structure
competence (PSC) represent the
structural instruments, while
perspective change competence
(OnePager®-Methodology) and
process support competence
(PSGR®) are the process
instruments of successful lobbying.
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In other words: the sum of the
client’s content competence (CC)
and EUTOP’s process structure
competence (PSC) will, in general,
only lead to a successful lobbying
result in the complex decisionmaking system of the EU (SL) if
the OnePager®-Methodology and
PSGR® are used at the same time.

SL =
SUCCESSFUL LOBBYING IN
THE COMPLEX DECISIONMAKING SYSTEM OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION
Gaining competitive advantages,
preventing competitive
disadvantages and avoiding
technical faults in legislative and
executive initiatives at EU and
member state level. Lobbying
agendas are: directives, regulations,
white and green papers of the
Commission, decisions in antitrust
law and the law on state aid, as well

as guidelines, customs duties, and
many other executive and
legislative measures.

CC =
CLIENT’S CONTENT
COMPETENCE
The client’s content competence
and the “classic instruments” of
content-oriented representation of
interests (corporate representative
offices, associations, public affairs
agencies and law firms).

PSC =
EUTOP’S
PROCESS STRUCTURE
COMPETENCE
EU-wide maintaining of space, as
well as human resources and
organisational capacities
(management competence), and
production competence based on
cross-institutional, cross-factional
and cross-member-state networks

of own employees, structural
advisors, structural co-operation
partners and external networks.
This results in a service that is
a task force for the client – a task
force in times of crisis, a service
unit and an insurance against
unexpected changes in the legal
and political framework. The
customised, structural
intermeshing of CC and PSC is a
significant success factor.

early stage and, in addition,
avoiding the unnecessary
deployment of resources. However,
if the change in perspective
succeeds – which is the case in
85-95% of all cases – process
support competence decides
whether the goal is achieved.

OnePager®-METHODOLOGY

PSGR® =
PROCESS-ORIENTED
STRUCTURAL
GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS

An interdisciplinary consideration
of the problem from different
angles, with the goal of working out
a successful solution (change in
perspective from the individual
perspective to a common interest
perspective). This results in a
procedure, which has been
scientifically and empirically
developed since 1990, and in which
decision-theoretical, cultural,
linguistic, inter-institutional, crossmember-state and partypolitical
points of view are taken into
account.
In about 5-15% of all cases, the
desired change in perspective is not
possible, which de facto rules out
successful lobbying. In such cases,
EUTOP advises the client not to
act. The advantage for the
client consists in being able to
choose alternative actions at an

EUTOP’s employees and advisors
must structurally and sustainably
support all interfaces daily, so that
the result of the OnePager®Methodology can lead to the
success of the specific lobbying
project. Experience shows that
large projects usually fail on minor
details. Organisational faults or
misunderstandings can no longer
be tolerated in a complex decisionmaking system. The ongoing
support of the client by EUTOP’s
process support competence is
another essential success factor
because, during a decision-making
procedure in a complex system,
loyalties and coalitions can change
at any time. The continual
examination and co-ordination of
all interfaces and the situational
update of the OnePager® are
therefore essential.

COMPLEMENTARY
PROCEDURE
EUTOP works as independent
intermediary and according to the
“only one interest” principle.
Because the complexity of the key
decision-making process continues
to grow, a customised, projectspecific intermeshing of all
competences must take place in
each individual legislative or
executive project. The decisive
factor here is PSGR® interface
management between the client
and his instruments on the one
hand, and the legislative and
executive on the other hand.
EUTOP as an intermediary thereby
stands for effective process
competence and sophisticated EUwide process management. EUTOP
is independent from “the party
concerned” as well as from the
“decision-maker” and, for this
reason, is accepted as a neutral,
impartial and trusted intermediary,
always acting to complement the
client and his “classic instruments”
of content oriented representation
of interests.
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THE EUTOP TEAM
Highly qualified and highly motivated

Christian Schaufler
Managing Director
Chief Administration Officer

Stefanie Valdés-Scott
Head of
Corporate Services

Dr Klemens Joos
Founder and
Managing Director (CEO)

Prof Dr Gerhard Sabathil
Managing Director
EUTOP Berlin GmbH

Michael Boll
Director

Anja
Boelitz
Senior
Consultant

Tim Bremmer
Director

Jens
Carl
Senior
Consultant

Bettina
Hornbach
Senior
Consultant

Konrad Kreuzer
Managing Director
EUTOP Vienna GmbH,
EUTOP Budapest Kft.
and EUTOP Prague s.r.o.

Lorenz Heimerl
Director

Yannik
Huber
Senior
Consultant

Over 150 employees
and structural advisors

Robert Olma
Director

Sara-Ida
Kaiser
Senior
Consultant

Julia
Klohs
Senior
Consultant

Matthias Schenk
Director

István
Kornis
Senior
Consultant

Christina
Krewerth
Senior
Consultant

Structural co-operation partners
in selected EU member states

EU-wide network across institutions, political groups and member states
(European Union, member states, regions)
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Walter Tombrock
Senior Director

Karen
Sticht
Senior
Consultant

EUTOP’S
C OV E R AG E

EUTOP
1 founder/CEO
3 co-managing
directors

OVER 150
E M P L O Y E E S and
STRUCTURAL
ADVISORS
from business and politics

OVER 3.500
R E S I L I E N T C O N TAC T S
within institutions and organisations
of the EU and EU member states

EUTOP employees have
gained the necessary
professional experience in
political environments,
for example, in the form of
full-time or voluntary work
for parliaments, governments
or political parties in
Germany, in other EU
member states and at EU
level as well as for globally
active companies. They have
outstanding levels of
university education, often
internationally, in the
disciplines of law, economics
and politics. The EUTOP
team is nonpartisan and
belongs to a spectrum
covering all democratic
parties. Moreover, former
legislative and executive
heads, as well as well-known
public figures from many EU
member states, act on behalf
of EUTOP. As structural
advisors, they place their
experience and expertise at
EUTOP’s disposal. In
addition, EUTOP co-operates
structurally with selected
governmental relations
agencies within the EU.
Linking networks based on
EUTOP quality standards
creates innovation and
success for our clients.
Overall, EUTOP bundles and
manages unique competences
throughout the EU.
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WHY SPAIN’S
COMPANIES NEED
MORE OF EUROPE

Professor José María Beneyto Pérez
heads EUTOP’s representation in Madrid,
which was opened in May 2018.

S

pain’s accession to the European Union in 1986
was a ground-breaking decision for the nation as a
whole. In addition to consolidating its democracy,
this step enabled a fundamental economic and social
modernisation of the country.
Over a period of just 30 years, Spain’s economy and
society underwent a radical transformation. Since
overcoming the financial crisis of 2008, Spain has
become one of the countries with the strongest growth
within the euro area. Today, its multinational companies
are among the global leaders in industries such as
construction, tourism and finance.
At key milestones during the European integration
process, Spain has made significant contributions to the
progress made by the Community, for example, by
joining the fight against terrorism or supporting the
proposal to establish EU citizenship.
Spanish society is open to the progressive further
development of the European Union. For example, a
majority of Spanish citizens support a European banking
union and a joint EU migration policy. Many perceive
Spain’s membership of the European Union as a
bulwark against the growth of populism and nationalism.
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For Spanish companies, it will become even more
important in the future to be able to rely on professional
and methodologically sophisticated representation of
their interests in Brussels. It is crucial for them to have
comprehensive support at every step – both before and
during the decision-making process, as well as in the
event of any problems or crisis situations. Today, this is
no longer simply about content – also essential is a
knowledge of processes, stakeholders and decisionmaking bodies, as well as prevention and support
capabilities throughout the entire decision-making
process, which is usually highly complex. It is therefore
essential for companies to be able to rely on a panEuropean network that takes account of European
multilevel governance and the multitude of stakeholders
involved.
For Spanish companies that have become especially
aware in recent years of the major challenges that now
exist in terms of innovation, internationalisation and
corporate governance, EUTOP is the ideal strategic and
structural partner to help them to enjoy continuing
success within the European Union.

CHINA & THE EU:
STRONG PARTNERS IN
UNCERTAIN TIMES

The China desk consists of Michael Boll (Director) and
Stefanie Valdés-Scott (Head of Corporate Services). They are
the main point of contact for any questions concerning the development
of the Chinese market and for requests from Chinese clients.

T

oday, the partnership between the European
Union and China is more important than ever
before. The past year has been marked by
unilateral and protectionist measures in global trade –
especially on the part of the US government. The
European Union and its Chinese partners found
themselves compelled to respond to the duties imposed
by the US on steel, aluminium and other goods. At the
same time, both campaigned strongly for multilateralism
and free trade.
On the occasion of the 20th summit meeting of the EU
and China in Beijing, the participants acknowledged
their responsibility as two of the world’s most important
economic zones and reaffirmed their willingness to
reduce existing tariffs. With this in mind, both sides
agreed to intensify trade relations and to support
international trade policies. As a result of China’s “One
Belt, One Road” initiative, Chinese companies have
already accelerated their investments in the EU.
However, there are still considerable obstacles standing
in the way of the further expansion of trade relations
between the EU und China. Chinese companies have
become more and more aware that EU legislation and

provisions – in the form of directives and regulations or
white and green papers, to name just a few examples –
can have a significant impact on their exports,
investments and business transactions in the EU. For
Chinese companies, the EU’s decision-making processes
are often difficult to understand and lacking in
transparency. In order for the opinions and interests of
Chinese companies to be heard in Brussels, the ability to
mediate between the political cultures of the European
Union and China becomes crucial. And this is exactly
why the EUTOP-Methodology, with its process
structure, perspective change and process support
competence, provides an ideal fit for the needs of
Chinese companies. It enables companies to translate
their views and interests in a way that can be understood
from a European perspective and to explain these views
and interests to EU decision-makers at the right time, in
the right place and in the right manner during the
process. This approach goes hand-in-hand with China’s
Silk Road initiative and builds a bridge between the two
cultures.
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C O R P O R AT E
MISSION
EUTOP was founded in 1990 by Dr Klemens Joos as a governmental relations agency with the business model to
support the interest representation of companies and associations vis-à-vis the institutions of the European Union
(EU) and selected EU member states. As a structural and independent service provider or intermediary, EUTOP
provides process competence, which is now, in addition to the client’s content competence, indispensable to ensure
the successful representation of interests.
EUTOP’s process competence consists of three process-focussed products or services, namely its process structure,
perspective change and process support competence.

P RO C E S S S T RUC T U R E C O M P E T E NC E
the EU-wide maintenance of premises, human resources and organisational capacities as well as a crossinstitutional, cross-factional and cross-member-state network.

PE R SPE C T I V E C H A NG E COM PE T E NC E (OnePager®METHODOLOGY)
one of our main tools for successful interest representation, which is achieved by developing and implementing a
change in perspective from the individual to a common interest perspective.

P RO C E S S S U P P O RT C O M P E T E N C E ( P S G R®)
Process-oriented Structural Governmental Relations, i.e. the structural and sustainable support of all decisive
interfaces at all times throughout the political process that is relevant for the client.
The key to success in the EU’s complex decision-making system is EUTOP’s long-term, i.e. structural
process competence that is closely intermeshed with the client’s content competence.

BY 202 5
» we will establish subsidiaries in all
EU member states to provide the
EU-wide process competence to
our clients at all times and
universally as a specialised service
provider.

BY 2030
» we will also conclusively build up
acquisition and management
structures in the relevant markets
around the world to also support
companies in other world regions
procedurally from within the EU.

With the acquisition of the building complex in Brussels in which EUTOP was tenant from
1998 (providing around 1.700 m² of office space at Place du Luxembourg 14,
Rue d’Arlon 15 and 17), we have already secured the space we need for our planned growth.
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SCIENCE AND
COMPLIANCE
The foundation for EUTOP ’s acceptance as an intermediary
S C I E N T I F I C A L LY
WELL-FOUNDED
Dr Klemens Joos is the author and publisher of
various publications on topics relevant to the EU. The
starting point is his dissertation “Representing the
Interests of German Companies vis-à-vis the
Institutions of the European Union”, which was
published as early as February 1998 and which forms
the scientific basis of EUTOP and is more valid than
ever today. Moreover, since 2013, Dr Klemens Joos
has been visiting lecturer at the Faculty of Business
Administration at the Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversity of Munich for the field of “Convincing
Political Stakeholders”.

COMPLIANCE
Compliance is of high importance
to the business of major companies. EUTOP has
always taken this subject very seriously and
collaborates with leading external advisors. EUTOP
clients are therefore guaranteed utmost security and
reliability. The components of EUTOP’s compliance
standards are:
Legal compliance
Financial compliance
Tax compliance
External data protection officer
Certification of all administrative tasks in
accordance with ISO 9001

T O L E A R N M O R E V I S I T:

T O L E A R N M O R E V I S I T:

W W W. E U T O P.C O M / E N/ P U B L I C AT I O N S

W W W. E U T O P.C O M / E N/C O M P L I A N C E

E U T R A N S PA R E N C Y R E G I S T E R
EUTOP is listed in the EU transparency register, which was created as a result of the “Agreement between
the European Parliament and the European Commission on the transparency register for organisations and
self-employed individuals engaged in EU policy-making and policy implementation” (Official Journal of
the European Union L277/11). EUTOP Europe GmbH is registered under the number 171298025234-65.

KLEMENS JOOS

CONVINCING
POLITICAL
STAKEHOLDERS

THE
S TA N DA R D B O O K
Published 2016

D I S S E R TAT I O N ( L M U )
DR KLEMENS JOOS
German edition published
1998 (transl.: Representing
the Interests of German
Companies vis-à-vis the
Institutions of the European
Union)

Successful lobbying through process competence
in the complex decision-making system
of the European Union
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S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y I N T H E
O n e P a g e r ®- M E T H O D O L O G Y
Quality assurance also in times of strong growth!

management, everyone must have the same
understanding of the methodology and be able to apply
it correctly!

QUALITY ASSURANCE MEASURES
Arne Leimenstoll heads the department
OnePager ®-Quality at EUTOP and is responsible for
training colleagues in this area.

A

ddressing political decision-makers concisely
and in a targeted manner is at the heart of our
methodology. This is only possible if the
particular interests of the client can be reframed into a
common interest perspective and conveyed on no more
than one DIN A4 page (OnePager®). In other words, the
core element of a good OnePager® is a coherent and
convincing argumentation, including a proposed
solution aimed at a specific decision-maker. We make
this possible by bringing about a successful change in
perspective.
The correct and systematic application of the
OnePager®-Methodology is the foundation of our
company’s success. Each OnePager® is unique, and every
OnePager® author is an irreplaceable expert. To
maintain our high quality standards going forward, we
have dedicated a great deal of energy to the topic of
quality assurance over the last three years. One of the
key questions we have grappled with is how to ensure a
consistent understanding of the One-Pager®Methodology among individual teams in an everexpanding company: from Junior Consultants to senior
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Between 2015 and 2018, we made quantum leaps in the
area of quality assurance. In an initial, wide-ranging
research and design phase, OnePager GmbH identified
key concepts, strategies, types, formal and semantic
patterns, as well as quality criteria for an ideal
OnePager®. It also developed potential in terms of
standardisation and digitalisation. In 2018, these
research results were used as the basis for implementing
two central quality assurance measures for applying the
OnePager®-Methodology.
Firstly, OnePager GmbH developed the OnePager®Architect (OPA) for EUTOP. The OPA is a digital tool
that incorporates all knowledge relating to OnePager®
and enables a systematic application of the OnePager®Methodology. In a second step, training for EUTOP
consultants will be further consolidated in the future
through training modules provided as part of a new
OnePager®-Degree (OPD). The OPD aims to equip
participants with the basic practical knowledge required
to design, plan and implement a OnePager®-supported
communications process in the context of political
lobbying. Following a successful test run in 2018, the
modules have become compulsory for all new EUTOP
employees as of the first quarter of 2019.
Our clients can rest assured that we also apply the
highest standards in our approach to quality
management and that we will steer EUTOP towards a
successful future.

OUR STRONGHOLD
I N B RU S S E L S

E

UTOP’s representation in Brussels is located in
the immediate vicinity of the European
Parliament and the European Commission.
EUTOP Brussels SPRL began renting premises at Place
du Luxembourg in 1998. With LUXARLON Real Estate
SPRL, we purchased the entire building complex (Place
du Luxembourg 14, Rue d’Arlon 15 and 17) with around
1.700 m2 of office space in 2014 to cater for the planned
growth over the years ahead.
As in all EUTOP locations, our offices and meeting
rooms in Brussels are equipped with ultra-modern
infrastructure and frequently serve as the venue for
meetings with our clients.
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ST-JOSSE

BRUXELLES

European
Commission

European Council
EUTOP
European
Parliament
ST-GILLES

ETTERBEEK

IXELLES/
ELSENE

E U T O P – P R E S E N T I N T H E M O S T I M P O R TA N T
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CENTRES OF THE EU
EUROPEAN UNION
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